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Pre-clinical research is carried out on animal models, mostly laboratory rodents, with
the ultimate aim of translating the acquired knowledge to humans. In the last decades,
adult neurogenesis (AN) has been intensively studied since it is viewed as a tool for
fostering brain plasticity, possibly repair. Yet, occurrence, location, and rate of AN vary
among mammals: the capability for constitutive neuronal production is substantially
reduced when comparing small-brained, short living (laboratory rodents) and large-
brained, long-living species (humans, dolphins). Several difficulties concerning scarce
availability of fresh tissues, technical limits and ethical concerns did contribute in delaying
and diverting the achievement of the picture of neurogenic plasticity in large-brained
mammals. Some reports appeared in the last few years, starting to shed more light
on this issue. Despite technical limits, data from recent studies mostly converge to
indicate that neurogenesis is vestigial, or possibly absent, in regions of the adult
human brain where in rodents neuronal addition continues into adult life. Analyses
carried out in dolphins, mammals devoid of olfaction, but descendant of ancestors
provided with olfaction, has shown disappearance of neurogenesis in both neonatal
and adult individuals. Heterogeneity in mammalian structural plasticity remains largely
underestimated by scientists focusing their research in rodents. Comparative studies
are the key to understand the function of AN and the possible translational significance
of neuronal replacement in humans. Here, we summarize comparative studies on AN
and discuss the evolutionary implications of variations on the recruitment of new neurons
in different regions and different species.
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INTRODUCTION
After long debate since its first demonstration (Altman and Das, 1965), adult neurogenesis (AN)
became accepted in birds in the 1980s by the direct illustration of long-range neuronal migration
and the demonstration that the new cells had physiological properties of functional neurons (Paton
and Nottebohm, 1984). Ten years later, the use of genetic tools to label the newborn neurons
was functional to demonstrate the long migration and integration of new neurons in the mouse
brain (Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994; Suhonen et al., 1996). Laboratory rodents are considered
by the vast majority of scientists the best (maybe the “only”) animal model for biomedical
research and for translational science in humans. Comparative studies in other mammals are
still considered as either oddities or scarcely useful duplicates. Mice and humans share striking
biological similarities, but important differences and biases also emerge when complex biological
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processes are concerned (Bolker, 2017). Brain structural plasticity
and its adaptation to different environment and differences
in animal behavior are a typical example (Lipp and Bonfanti,
2016; Faykoo-Martinez et al., 2017). If basic neuronal stem cell
biology can be similar in all mammals, the behavior of their
differentiated neuronal progeny can substantially vary in brains
whose neuroanatomies and development/postnatal growth also
differ (Workman et al., 2013). It is well known that AN is
highly reduced as to its rate, anatomical extension, reparative
capacity when comparing non-mammalian vertebrates with
mammals (Grandel et al., 2006; Bonfanti, 2011; Kempermann,
2016; Figure 1A). Mammals are often considered homogeneous
in their capability to undergo structural plasticity, nevertheless,
the occurrence, location and rate of neurogenesis substantially
differ when comparing laboratory rodents with large-brained,
long-living species (Lipp and Bonfanti, 2016; Paredes et al., 2016;
Parolisi et al., 2017). This fact is still underestimated by many
scientists working in the field. This mini-review is intended to
draw attention to evolutionary issues linked to mammalian AN,
in the light of recent studies carried out on humans and dolphins.
ADULT NEUROGENESIS IN MICE AND
HUMANS: THE NUMBERS
The two main neurogenic sites, the subventricular zone (SVZ)
of the lateral ventricles and the subgranular zone (SGZ) in
the hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG), are less active in adult
humans than in adult rodents. Differences concerning the SVZ
are quite striking: changes occurring in early postnatal human
infants lead to the disappearance of the rostral migratory stream
(RMS) around 18 months of age (Sanai et al., 2011). Then, only
rare migrating neurons are observed in the SVZ and it remains
unclear if these few cells can make the very long journey from
the ventricle to their final destination in the olfactory bulb (OB;
Sanai et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Conover and Todd, 2017).
The picture appears quite different in laboratory rodents, in
which the SVZ is still active in adults and retains dividing stem
cell populations throughout life. In mice, it provides continuous
delivery of new neurons into the OB through chain migration
in the RMS (estimated in ∼10,000 cells/day out of ∼180,000
newly generated cells in the whole SVZ region in a 3-month-old
mice; Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994; Ponti et al., 2013; Bordiuk
et al., 2014). Nevertheless, stem cell activity/neurogenesis levels
are quite reduced with age also in these rodents (Shook et al.,
2012; Obernier et al., 2018).
Adult hippocampal neurogenesis has been suggested to be
retained into adulthood in different mammalian species (Amrein,
2015), including humans (Kempermann, 2016). Yet, a substantial
reduction in the rate of neurogenesis occurs from young to adult
age also in the DG of all species, including mice (in C57BL/6 mice,
the reduction in proliferation is 10-fold, from 0.76 – percentage
of Ki-67+ cells/granule cells – at 2 months to 0.08 at 9 months
of age; Ben Abdallah et al., 2010). What about humans? A highly
cited study published in cell and carried out using a technique
based on incorporation of radioactive 14C left from nuclear
explosions in the 1950s (Spalding et al., 2013) showed that the
early decay of hippocampal neurogenesis in humans is less severe,
claiming that its rate at 40 years of age is comparable with the
C57BL/6 laboratory mouse at 9–12 months. In fact, the authors
infer such “comparable” daily turnover of new granule cells (also
reported in Bergmann et al., 2015) from a calculation based
on a typo error in the Ben Abdallah et al.’s (2010) paper: the
number expressing the negative exponential curve (changes in
proliferating cells in the SGZ) is reported as Y = 1051, yet it
was in reality Y = 10051. The mistake is easily identifiable by
checking the raw data of the histograms reporting the number
of Ki-67+ cells. The true relation (humans: 700 new cells out of
20 million granule cells = 0.0035%; mice at 9 months: 416 out
of 0.5 million granule cells = 0.083%) is indicated in Figure 2A.
Thus, men and mice appear to differ highly in hippocampal
neurogenesis occurring at adult ages, the turnover rate in older
humans being 10–20 times lower than in mice (see Figure 2A
and Lipp and Bonfanti, 2016, for more detail). A similar rate has
been found in the hippocampus of non-human primates, i.e., the
adult macaque monkeys (Kornack and Rakic, 1999). Due to the
technical limitations of using postmortem human brain samples
and to a lack of robust, histological/immunocytochemical data,
direct evaluation of human hippocampal neurogenesis remained
open for several years. Then, three reports appeared in 2018.
A detailed study carried out on postmortem and intraoperative
samples of the human hippocampus showed that proliferating
progenitors and young neurons in the DG sharply decline in the
first year of life and only a few isolated young neurons can be
detected by 7–13 years of age (Sorrells et al., 2018; Figure 2D).
Very similar data emerge from another detailed report performed
in the human hippocampus from early gestation to aging adults
(Cipriani et al., 2018). These studies come to the conclusion that
if AN continues in the adult DG, this process must be extremely
rare. Finally, in a study claiming maintenance of neurogenesis in
adult human hippocampus (Boldrini et al., 2018), actually various
molecular markers were found associated to different stages of
immature neurons, which do not show the typical aspect of
recently generated neuroblasts. All these studies employed a large
battery of antibodies on a great number of human specimens,
indicating that most antigens are detectable in postmortem tissue
(Arellano et al., 2018). The Sorrells et al.’s (2018) work performed
the more complete histologic analysis (whole sections of SGZ
neurogenic site examined through ages). All papers substantially
show a similar landscape, though the interpretation of data
highly differ in the Boldrini report. Indeed, even in the absence
of constitutive niches, genesis of isolated neurons cannot be
excluded. Further studies involving post-surgical resection work
and single cell RNAseq from human neurogenic zones may help
to define their developmental potential over time.
The majority of mammals does show adult hippocampal
neurogenesis to some extent, with exceptions in dolphins,
humans and some bats (Amrein et al., 2007; Patzke et al.,
2015; Sorrells et al., 2018; Figures 2B,C,E). Neurogenesis
seems to be under selective pressure. Under an evolutionary
profile, humans have it during the youngest ages that likely
had the greatest phylogenetic importance in the past. Open
questions about adult human neurogenesis include: (i) are
low levels of neurogenesis functionally relevant? (ii) are there
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison of central nervous system plasticity and adult neurogenesis in the animal world. (A) Strong reduction of brain neurogenic and reparative
capacity occurs in vertebrates from non-mammals to mammals. (B) Among mammals, striking reduction is detectable in SVZ neurogenesis (a process which in
laboratory rodents provides new neurons for the olfactory bulb throughout life) of large brained, long living species with reduced (humans) and absent (dolphins)
olfactory brain structures. Images adapted from Sanai et al. (2011) and Parolisi et al. (2017) (reproduced with permission of Nature Publishing Group and Springer).
Yellow panel: schematic representation of the reduction of SVZ neurogenesis in different animal species and at different ages (continuous red line, SGZ neurogenic
niche; red dots, occurrence of scattered newly born/immature neurons).
vestigial/quiescent remnants of stem cell niches and can these
be reactivated in some way? Some authors, considering that the
new neurons within the DG, even a low number, can be highly
functional (at least in animal models), argue that “there has been
evolution toward neurogenesis-based plasticity rather than away
from it” (Kempermann, 2016). At present, no systematic, fully
comparable studies are available on a wide range of mammalian
species to support this view or evaluate the importance of
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FIGURE 2 | Substantial reduction or absence of neurogenic activity in the hippocampus of mice (A), humans (A,D), dolphins (B), and bats (C). (A) Percentage of
Ki67+ cells as related to the total granule cell number (roughly corresponding to daily turnover) in C57BL/6 mice at different age levels (as reported in Ben Abdallah
et al., 2010) and estimated percentage in human hippocampi as indicated by Spalding et al. (2013) and Bergmann et al. (2015); reproduced from Lipp and Bonfanti
(2016), with permission of S. Karger AG, Basel. (B) No doublecortin (DCX) is detectable in the hippocampi of cetaceans (harbor porpoise, Phocoena phocoena, left;
minke whale, Balaenoptera acutorostrata, right; adapted from Patzke et al., 2015 with permission from Springer); PIR, piriform cortex used as a positive control.
(C) Absent or very low occurrence of cell proliferation (Ki-67 antigen) and immature neurons (DCX) in the hippocampus of bats; from left to right: Phyllostomus
discolor, Hipposideros cyclops, Hipposideros caffer, Mops condylurus. Adapted from Amrein et al. (2007). Arrowheads: Ki-67+ nuclei. (D) The number of
DCX+/PSA-NCAM+ cells (yellow) declines in the human dentate gyrus (blue outline) from infancy into childhood (reproduced from Sorrells et al., 2018 with
permission of Nature Publishing Group). (E) Yellow panel: schematic representation of the reduction of dentate gyrus neurogenesis in different animal species and at
different ages (continuous red line, SGZ neurogenic niche; red dots, occurrence of scattered newly born/immature neurons).
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conservation in AN. Really comparable studies would involve
the count of dividing and DCX+ cells, in relation to the count
of the different cell populations residing in the hippocampus
of different species (primarily granule cells, whose number can
undergo substantial individual variations: between 10 and 30
million in humans; Simic et al., 1997). An existent analysis,
mostly based in rodent species (van Dijk et al., 2016) indicates
that the rate of the neurogenesis varies widely, either due to
differences in the rates of neuronal birth or to different rates
in neurogenesis decline. A wider, systematic analysis involving
different mammalian orders is lacking.
ABSENCE OF POSTNATAL
NEUROGENESIS IN THE DOLPHIN
BRAIN
Dolphins are large-brained, highly gyrencephalic, long-living
mammals endowed with high cognitive abilities and sophisticated
navigation systems (Marriott et al., 2013). The adaptation to
aquatic life promoted the evolution of features (echolocation,
composite language, capacity to elaborate intricate social skills)
related to their ecological niche and sometimes similar in
complexity to humans (Cozzi et al., 2017; van Kann et al.,
2017). Among several aspects worthy of a comparative study on
neurogenic activity in dolphins, we focused on a unique trait:
the absence of olfaction/olfactory brain structures (Oelschläger,
2008; Berta et al., 2014; Cozzi et al., 2017). This is not simply
due to dolphins not needing olfaction because of their aquatic
adaptation. Fish have olfaction and olfactory systems similar
to that of other vertebrates, supporting behaviors crucial for
survival (Kermen et al., 2013). Instead, dolphins have developed
echolocation for navigation, foraging, and tracking of prey
(Marriott et al., 2013), thus, unlike terrestrial mammals (and fish),
toothed whales have completely lost olfaction (Oelschläger, 2008;
Cozzi et al., 2017). Since the SVZ of the lateral ventricles provides
neuronal progeny destined for the OB and linked to olfactory
discrimination (Lledo and Valley, 2016; Zhuo et al., 2016), we
investigated the periventricular region of neonatal and adult
dolphins in search for neurogenic activity. The typical germinal
layer described in neonatal mammals (Tramontin et al., 2003;
Peretto et al., 2005) was absent at birth in dolphins (Parolisi
et al., 2015), replaced by a vestigial remnant (SVZ-like region;
SVZ-lr) hosting small spots of non-proliferating cells beneath
the ventricular wall (Parolisi et al., 2017; Figure 1B). In the
neonatal SVZ-lr, Ki-67 antigen localization revealed very low
numbers (negligible density) of dividing cells: 34-fold lower
than in the germinal layer of the cerebellar cortex of the same
animals, 62-fold lower than in the SVZ of neonatal rodents,
47-fold lower than in adult rodents (Figure 1B). A similar,
very small number of SVZ-lr Ki-67 labeled cells was found in
adults (Parolisi et al., 2017). The SVZ-lr area was similar to
that in mice, whose brain is 3000-fold smaller if the weight or
volume are considered. In dolphins, soon after birth, it appears
compartmentalized into cell clusters (a feature reminiscent of AN
sites), intermingled with neurons that express mature neuronal
markers. Hence, in the dolphin SVZ-lr an early exhaustion of
cell division is followed by a local, unknown rate of neuronal
maturation. The absence of clear signs of active neurogenesis in
aquatic mammals devoid of working olfaction/OB is apparently
in contrast with the existence of an SVZ-lr throughout their
lifespan. The explanation might be found in their evolutionary
history, that started as terrestrial Cetartiodactyls that returned
to the sea 35–40 million years ago (Thewissen et al., 2001).
The terrestrial ancestors of dolphins were wolf-sized mammals
endowed with olfactory structures (Pakicetus; Kishida et al.,
2015), that underwent a gradual transition from land to sea,
losing along the way the capacity to perceive odors (Thewissen
et al., 2001). Thus, the vestigial, short-lived SVZ in humans, along
with the not working SVZ-lr in dolphins, strongly support the
view that AN is maintained in evolution only depending on strict
relationships with its functional need(s).
WHY IS ADULT NEUROGENESIS HIGHLY
REDUCED OR ABSENT IN SOME
MAMMALS?
The most likely explanation for the general reduction of
AN in humans with respect to rodents might be related
to the reduced importance of specific brain functions linked
to survival, somehow replaced by other (higher) cognitive
functions. This potential explanation acquires relevance when
olfaction/olfactory brain structures (SVZ neurogenesis) are
concerned. Although olfaction in humans is considered more
impactful than previously thought (in term of total amount of
neurons; McGann, 2017), the relative size of the OB with respect
to the whole brain volume (0.01% of the human brain compared
to 2% of the mouse brain) and the importance of olfaction
for survival are quite reduced when compared to rodents (see
Figure 1B). For this reason, we recently expressly searched
the periventricular region of dolphins for neurogenic processes.
The persistence of a vestigial remnant (functionally inactive) of
the SVZ neurogenic niche in dolphins strongly suggests that
periventricular neurogenesis reduction/disappearance occurs
in parallel with reduction/disappearance of olfactory brain
structures across evolution (Parolisi et al., 2017). Previous
observations failing to detect DCX+ cells in the hippocampus
of cetaceans (Patzke et al., 2015) suggest that AN does not
continue into adult life in toothed whales. Interestingly, another
group of mammals showing absence, or very low levels, of
hippocampal neurogenesis, the bats (especially Microchiroptera;
Amrein et al., 2007; Amrein, 2015; Chawana et al., 2016), are
also endowed with echolocation. Unlike dolphins, bats possess
a well-developed SVZ neurogenic niche and RMS (olfaction
is important in their life; Jones et al., 2013), thus confirming
the mutual relationships between the occurrence/rate of AN,
its function, and the ecological niches in which a particular
species evolved (see Amrein, 2015). Anyway, the link between
low neurogenesis – long lifespan – large brain is broken up by the
microchiroptera and naked mole-rats, both long-lived species but
with small brains, thus adding further levels of complexity.
How these data can be put together in the context of AN
reduction? Several studies indicate that olfactory systems held a
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paramount importance in early mammalian evolution working
as a reference system for spatial navigation for the location
of food sources and mates (Rowe et al., 2011; Jacobs, 2012).
These olfactory systems were mostly linked to paleocortical–
hippocampal structures, subsequently replaced/integrated by the
expansion of the isocortex as a “multimodal interface” for
behavioral navigation based on vision and audition (Aboitiz
and Montiel, 2015). Indeed, with respect to brain mass, the
isocortex has “positive allometry”: larger mammalian brains
become progressively more composed of cortex, ranging from
under 20% in relative volume in small shrews and rodents to
over 80% in humans (Hofman, 1989; Finlay and Darlington,
1995). From an evolutionary perspective, the major expansion
of the isocortex possibly took place “when other senses (vision,
audition) began to provide information to the hippocampus to
generate multimodal, bidimensional orientation maps” (Aboitiz
and Montiel, 2015) and/or to improve long-term memory (e.g.,
in primates; Reep et al., 2007). Cetaceans did not develop vision
to the extent of primates, but essentially base their orientation and
navigation on echolocation, a combination of sound emission
and perception that requires no olfactory structures for the
detection of faraway targets (Marriott et al., 2013).
In the complexity of mammalian plasticity, research focused
on single animal species or directed only to highly standardized
models, minimizes genetic and environmental variation and
may result misleading in a translational perspective (Bolker,
2017). If AN is concerned, models based on laboratory rodents
are too simplistic if we consider the different neuroanatomies
and the species-specific adaptations of mammals (Lipp and
Bonfanti, 2016; Faykoo-Martinez et al., 2017). For instance,
in a recent report, no significant change in the number of
newly born neurons was detectable in young sheep forced to
exercise (Swanson et al., 2017), sharply in contrast with rodents
(Vivar and van Praag, 2017). The baseline exercise for lambs
only consists of brief episodes of exploratory play and feeding
activities, in contrast with the long-sustained periods of exercise
required by rodents for feeding and survival. This difference
further highlights how AN modulation is linked to species-
specific natural behaviors (function-based need), rather than to
a stimulus per se. Indeed, laboratory mice are not even a model
for their wild counterpart, since physical activity (or the lack of)
does not alter neurogenesis in wild rodents (Amrein, 2015).
Interestingly, in humans, primates, dolphins or naked mole
rat, newly born DCX+ neurons can persist in the neurogenic
areas long after their proliferation in a sort of prolonged
maturation that does not take place in short-living rodents
(Kornack and Rakic, 1999; Knoth et al., 2010; Kohler et al.,
2011; Brus et al., 2013; Penz et al., 2015; Parolisi et al., 2017).
The maturation of neurons in long-living species might be
delayed to compensate for the strong reduction in the number
of new neurons. Interestingly, the recent studies in the adult
human hippocampus essentially show the existence of various
kinds/stages of immature neurons.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES
Three features of AN are crucial when considering its
translational value: (i) its substantial decrease in humans and
other long-living, large-brained mammals; (ii) its decrease with
the age of the individuals (in both SVZ and hippocampus);
and (iii) a scarce propensity/efficacy for lesion-induced repair
in mammals. These constraints seem to strongly depend on
evolutionary pathways (Weil et al., 2008). Evolution drives
the occurrence, rate and type of plasticity among mammals,
and interspecies differences must be taken into account when
translating results from mice to humans. In parallel, mechanistic
studies in mice may still guide future induction efforts or
transplantation in humans. Current efforts are aimed at
identifying and fostering the endogenous/exogenous sources
of stem cells. However, future angles should also contemplate
the search for other forms of plasticity potentially adopted by
different species in alternative or in addition to the genesis of
new neurons. In long-living species, it is more common to find
DCX+ neurons which maintain markers of immaturity for a
long time. This suggests that other forms of plasticity might
compensate the loss of continuous neurogenesis (apparently not
compatible with the acquisition of higher cognitive functions).
An example consists of the so called “immature neurons”: non-
newly generated, DCX+ cells which are born prenatally but
persist through time in an immature state in non-neurogenic
regions (Gómez-Climent et al., 2008; functional hypothesis
reviewed in Bonfanti and Nacher, 2012; König et al., 2016).
We recently showed that immature neurons are by far more
present in sheep than in rodents, thus supporting the existence
of distinct, possibly alternative, forms of structural plasticity in
some mammals (Piumatti et al., 2017; Palazzo et al., 2018).
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